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BY 
1. J. MADDOX 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KOKSMA at the meeting of October 31, 1964) 
In this note we consider matrix transformations of sequences S = {Sk} 
or series ! ak (with a = {ak}) of the form 
An(s) =! ank Sk or On (a) =! Cnk ak. 
All summations will run from k = 0 to k = <Xl. We shall refer to the following 
sequence spaces: C the space of convergent sequences of complex numbers 
(with llsll=sup ISnl when SEC); Y the space of sequences a={ak} such 
n 
that !ak converges; (0, -1) the space of sequences a={ak} such that 
Lak is summable (0, - 1), i.e. such that a E y and nan --+ 0 (n --+ <Xl); lr the 
space of sequences a= {ak} such that! lakl < <Xl. The relations between 
these spaces are given by lr eye c, (0, -1) C y, lr n (0, -1) *4>, and 
there are elements in lr which are not in (0, -1), and conversely. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the infinite matrix A = (ank) to 
transform every convergent sequence S with limit IX into a convergent 
sequence {An(s)} with the same limit, i.e. for A: c'" --+ C"" are the well-
known Toeplitz conditions (e.g. COOKE [3, (4.1, II)]): 
sup L lankl < <Xl; ank --+ 0 (n --+ <Xl, k fixed); ! ank --+ 1 (n --+ <Xl). 
n 
A is then called a T-matrix. If IX = 0 the last condition is not required. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for 0 = (Cnk) to be such that 
On (a) --+ IX (n --+ <Xl) whenever !ak converges with sum IX, i.e. for 0: y",--+c", 
are (e.g. COOKE [3, (4.2, II)]) 
sup! ILlcnkl < <Xl and Cnk --+ 1 (n --+ <Xl, k fixed), 
n 
where LlCnk = Cnk - Cn,k+l' In this case 0 is called a y-matrix. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions have been given by VERMES [6, 2.II] for 
0: y",--+y",; KNOPP and LORENTZ [5] for 0: lr--+lr (with !nOn(a)=!ak) 
and GERRISH [4, §2, pp. 62-63] for A: c",--+y", (i.e. !nAn(s)=lim Sn=IX). 
In the present note we give a regularity condition in necessary and 
sufficient form for the matrix B=(bnk) to be such that Bn(a) = !bnkak-+IX 
(n--+<Xl) whenever !ak is sum mabIe (0, -1) to IX 1), i.e. for B: (0, -l)",--+c",. 
1) By this we mean !a/c converges with sum eX and nan -;.. 0 (n -;.. 00). 
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If we write tn = 8n + nan with 8n = ao + al + ... + an, so that 
n 
tn=(n+I)8n -n8n-l and 8 n =CI tk)/(n+ I), 
o 
we easily see that a E (0, -I)", if and only if t E c'" (the "if" follows from 
the regularity of the (0, I) method). 
For the proof of the main result (Theorem I) we need the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma I. If f i8 a continuou8 linear functional on the 8pace c of 
convergent 8equence8 t = {tk}, with norm 
Iltll = sup Itkl, 
k 
then there are number8 d, do, d1 , .•• , with I Idkl < 00, 8uch that 
f(t) =d lim tk+ "L dk tk, 
k 
for all t E c. Al80, the norm of f i8 given by 
This is proved by BANACH [I, pp. 65-66, equations (18) and (19)]. 
Lemma 2. If {fn(x)} i8 a 8equence of continuou8 linear functional8 
on the Banach 8pace B of element8 x and 
lim Ifn(x)1 < 00 
n 
for all x E B, then the 8equence {llfnll} of norm8 i8 bounded. 
This is the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. See BANACH [I, Theorem 5, 
p. 80]. 
Using Lemma 2 it is easy to deduce the following 
Corollary. If {fn(x)} i8 a 8equence of continuou8 linear functional8 
on B and there exi8t8 
f(x)=lim fn(x) 
n 
for all x E B, then f(x) i8 a continuou8 linear functional on B. 
This corollary is also included in Theorem 4, p. 23, of [I]. 
Lemma 3. Supp08e that fn(a) = "Lbnk ak exi8t8 for each fixed n, whenever 
a E (0, -I)",. Then, for each fixed n, there are number8 dn, dno, dnl, ... , 
8uch that 
fn(a)=dn lim tk+ "Ldnk tk, 
k->oo 
where tn=8n+nan -+ IX (n -+ 00), Mn= "L Idnkl <00 for each n, and the 
norm of fn(a) i8 given by 
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Proof. This follows essentially from the necessity part of BosANQuET 
and TATcHELL's Lemma 7, [2]. However, we indicate the argument for 
completeness. Let us first fix n throughout. Once we have shown that 
fn(a) is a continuous linear functional on c, the result will follow by 
Lemma 1. Expressing a in terms of t we have ao = to and 
1 k-l 1 
ak=ak(t) = - k(k+ 1) t tn + k + 1 tk (k;;, 1). 
From this it is clear that, for each k, ak(t) is linear on c. It is also continuous, 
since 
la (t) I <: ~ for all t E C. k "" k+ 1 
Hence, for each m, 
is a continuous linear functional on c, and by hypothesis there exists 
m 
lim L bnk ak(t) = fn(a) 
m->oo k~O 
for all a E (0, -1), i.e. for all t E C. By the corollary to Lemma 2 we 
see that fn(a) is a continuous linear functional on c, for each n. This 
proves the lemma. 
We now give the main result. 
Theorem 1. B: (0, -1)", -+ c'" if and only if B is of the form 
bnk = Cnk + kLlcnk, 
where ° is a y-matrix. 
Proof. For the sufficiency we write 
fn(a) = L bnk ak = L Cnk ak + L kakLlcnk. 
Since ° is a y-matrix and L ak = IX we have L Cnk ak -+ IX as n -+ 00. Also 
kak -+ 0 (k -+ (0) and (Llcnk) : Co -+ Co, since 
sup L ILlcnkl < 00 and Llcnk -+ 0 (n -+ 00, k fixed). 
n 
Hence Lkak Llcnk -+ 0 (n -+ (0), and so fn(a) -+ IX whenever a E (0, -1)",. 
This proves the sufficiency. 
Now suppose that B: (0, -1)", -+ c"" i.e. that fn(a) exists for each n 
and fn(a) -+ IX (n -+ (0), for all a E (0, -1)",. By Lemma 3 we have, for 
each n, 
fn(a)=dn lim tk+ Ldnk tk, 
M n = L Idnkl < 00 and Ilfnll = Idnl + M n· Now choose a = e(k) where ei(k) = 0, 
i "'" k, ek(k) = 1. Then, since tn -+ 1 we have bnk -+ 1 (n -+ 00, k fixed) and 
00 
bnk = dn + kdnk + L dni = kLi Cnk + Cnk 
;~k 
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where Mn= 'L Idnkl = 'L ILlcnkl <<Xl for each n. Since {fn(a)} is a convergent 
sequence of continuous linear functionals on c, Lemma 2 yields sup lit nil < <Xl. 
Whence it follows that n 
sup Mn=sup 'L ILlcnkl <<Xl. 
n n 
This is one of the conditions for 0 to be a y-matrix. Finally, choose t=e(k), 
so that dnk -+ 0 (n -+ <Xl, k fixed). Since bnk=kdnk+cnk -+ 1 (n -+ <Xl, 
k fixed) it follows that Cnk -+ 1 (n -+ <Xl, k fixed) and hence that 0 is a 
y-matrix. The theorem is now proved. 
If we require only that B should be a conservative matrix, the same 
sort of argument gives 
Theorem 2. B: (0, -1) -+ C (with lim 'Lbnk ak not necessarily equal 
n 
to the sum of the series 'L ak) if and only if 
bnk = Cnk + kLi Cnk, 
where 0 is a ,B-matrix 1), i.e. sup 'L ILlcnkl < <Xl and Cnk -+ ,Bk (n -+ <Xl, k fixed). 
n 
In conclusion I wish to thank Professor J. F. Koksma for some helpful 
comments. 
University of Birmingham, England 
1) See for example COOKE [3, (4.2, I) p.p. 66-68]. 
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